STATE OF MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF ATTORNEY GENERAL
CORPORATE OVERSIGHT DIVISION
In the Matter of:

Attorney General
File No. 2016-0158680-A

Golden Recyclers, Inc.
Respondent.
____________________________________/

Notice of Intended Action and Cease and Desist Order
TO:

Golden Recyclers, Inc.
6915 Payne Ave.
Dearborn, MI 48126
Golden Recyclers, Inc.
Resident Agent – Khaled Haymour
5034 Middlesex
Dearborn, MI 48126
Mysa Eskander
Golden Recyclers Inc., Owner
6915 Payne Ave.
Dearborn, MI 48126
Khaled Haymour
Golden Recyclers Inc., Owner
6915 Payne Ave.
Dearborn, MI 48126
Bill Schuette, Attorney General of the State of Michigan, under Section 20(4)

of the Charitable Organizations and Solicitations Act, MCL 400.271 et seq., notifies
Golden Recyclers of his intention to bring a civil action against Golden Recyclers in
Ingham County Circuit Court and orders Golden Recyclers to cease and desist all
unlawful solicitations as described below. Before bringing a civil action, the
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Attorney General will consider accepting an assurance of discontinuance or other
appropriate settlement agreement. Concurrent with this Notice of Intended Action
and Cease and Desist Order, the Attorney General is issuing an investigative order
to Golden Recyclers.

I. Jurisdictional Allegations
1. Respondent Golden Recyclers, Inc. is a Michigan Profit Corporation
incorporated on March 31, 2015. Its registered office is located at 5034
Middlesex, Dearborn, MI 48126. According to its Professional Fundraiser
License Application on file with the Attorney General, its mailing address is
6915 Payne Ave., Dearborn, MI 48126.
2. In March 2016, Golden Recyclers obtained its professional fundraiser license
(#54988) with the Michigan Attorney General under the Charitable
Organizations and Solicitations Act. (That license expired on June 30, 2016;
Golden Recyclers’ renewal application, to date, remains deficient.)
3. As a licensed professional fundraiser that solicits in Michigan, Golden
Recyclers is a person subject to the authority of the Attorney General under
the Charitable Organizations and Solicitations Act. MCL 400.271 et seq.;
MCL 400.272(e) and (f).

II. Background Facts
4. On August 4, 2016, the Attorney General received a complaint, and
accompanying photographs, about various clothing donation bins displaying
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the logo “Mercy” and the phone number (866) 991-GIVE. Exhibit A,
Complaint and Mercy bin photos. The appearance of the bins implies that
they are charitable, but the bins do not clearly state their purpose; nor do
they specify any particular charitable beneficiary or any other beneficiary of
the bins.
5. The Attorney General’s Charitable Trust Section called the number (866)
991-GIVE. The person answering the number advised that the bin was
operated by Golden Recyclers for the benefit of the charity, Cancer
Federation, Inc.
6. On August 12, 2016, the Attorney General wrote to Golden Recyclers,
advising of the potential violations of the Charitable Organizations and
Solicitations Act, requesting an explanation of its relationship to the Mercy
bins, and requesting the locations of all Golden Recyclers’ bins in Michigan.
The Attorney General’s letter was also cc’d to Cancer Federation. Exhibit B,
AG Letter to Golden Recyclers.
7. On August 23, 2016, counsel for Cancer Federation responded in writing that
it was not affiliated with any organization named “Mercy,” that it had never
authorized use of the name “Mercy” to be used in solicitations for Cancer
Federation, that the Attorney General’s letter was the first they had heard of
these Mercy bins, and that Cancer Federation had advised Golden Recyclers
to cease and desist this unauthorized activity. Exhibit C, Cancer Federation
Response Letter.
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8. While Cancer Federation did not authorize solicitations that used the name
“Mercy,” Cancer Federation does have a contract with Golden Recyclers
whereby Cancer Federation receives $12,000 per year; in exchange, Golden
Recyclers may use the Cancer Federation name on clothing donation bins
throughout Michigan. Exhibit D, Contract. The Attorney General has
received one campaign financial statement form Golden Recyclers under this
contract showing that, from May 1, 2015 through December 11, 2015, Golden
Recyclers collected $223,000 in gross receipts and paid $12,000 to the charity.
Exhibit E, Campaign Financial Statement.
9. Golden Recyclers did not respond directly to the Attorney General’s letter,
but on September 8, 2016, it indirectly responded by resubmitting its
professional fundraiser application, an application it had previously
submitted on June 28, 2016. Exhibit F, September 8, 2016 Renewal
Application.
a. In contrast to its June 28, 2016 application, Exhibit G, which included
no assumed names or DBAs, the September 8 application listed
“Mercy” as an assumed name or DBA for the organization.
b. The application lists Mysa Eskander and Khaled Haymour as 50/50 coowners of Golden Recyclers.
c. As requested in the Attorney General’s letter to Golden Recyclers,
Golden Recyclers’ application now included a list of its Michigan bins,
which totaled 318.
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d. Despite re-filing its application on September 8, 2016, Golden
Recyclers’ application was deficient because it did not include a bond
continuation certification. Thereafter, the Attorney General advised
Golden Recyclers of this deficiency by an October 6, 2016 letter.
Exhibit H, October 6, 2016 letter (via email) to Golden Recyclers.
(Golden Recyclers has not responded to the Attorney General’s October
6 letter.)
e. Apart from listing the name “Mercy” as an assumed name or DBA,
Golden Recyclers response failed to explain its relationship to the
Mercy bins, e.g., who authorized the Mercy bins or whom did the bins
benefit.
10. In the weeks following the responses from Cancer Federation and Golden
Recyclers, the Attorney General investigated the list of bins provided by
Golden Recyclers. The Attorney General’s investigation focused on two
things: (1) Was Golden Recyclers continuing to use the “Mercy” logo? And (2)
were the disclosures and representations on Golden Recyclers’ bins compliant
with the Charitable Organizations and Solicitations Act?
11. As part of the investigation, an Attorney General investigator photographed
all four sides of thirty of Golden Recyclers’ bins. Exhibit I, CD of
photographs. These photographs show eight “Mercy” bins and twenty-two
Cancer Federation bins.
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12. Mercy Bins. Each Mercy bin photographed appeared identical or nearly
identical. At the top of each bin was the red, “Mercy” logo featuring a graphic
of raised or grasping hands. Under the “Mercy” logo, in large black lettering,
were the words “Clothes” and “Shoes.” Under these words were graphics
representing clothes and shoes. Under the graphics, was a phone number in
large font: some bins listed the number as 866-991 GIVE (4483); others listed
the number as 313-384-3771. The bins included no disclosures as to the
recipient of the items placed in the bins. Exhibit I.
13. Cancer Federation Bins. Each Cancer Federation bin photographed
included substantially similar signage and disclosures. (Some bins used what
appeared to be an older logo that lacked the picture found on the other bins;
but the disclosures were identical.) Most of the Cancer Federation bins show
a large picture of a smiling girl; the girl’s hair is covered with a handkerchief,
implying that she has cancer. Under the girl’s face are large letters stating:
“CANCER FEDERATION, INC.” Below that are slightly smaller letters
stating: “Charity with a Heart.” Below that are small letters disclosing the
charity’s purpose and the purpose of the bin:
The fear and apprehension each person faces when confronted with
cancer is well documented. In order to successfully cope with this lifethreatening disease, many people turn to the Cancer Federation for
information and support. The Federation is a non-profit 501C-3
organization that provides information, counseling, educational
materials and meetings for the cancer patients, their families and
friends. In 25 years, the Cancer Federation has made an important
mark. The federation has helped thousands of people with their
diagnosis. Because of this support, patients are able to withstand
treatment with less disruption to their daily lives. The Federation was
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first organized to offer hope instead of fear. People call or write to us
from all over the world. The Federation does not give medical advice or
provide treatments. However, all our programs are carefully monitored
by well known physicians and researchers.
By Donating your gently used clothing and shoes you are
helping in raising funds for the cancer federation.
Please visit our website at www.cancerfed.org.
For questions or pick up please call
Below this last statement is a large phone number. On some bins, the phone
number is 313-384-3771; on others it is 866-991-GIVE; a few others list the
number as 866-661-5300. Each of the first two numbers are identical to the
phone numbers on the Mercy bins.

III. Law
14. Section 18 of the Charitable Organizations and Solicitations Act (Solicitations
Act) prohibits persons from engaging in a variety of acts. MCL 400.288. These
prohibited acts include:
(b) Represent or imply that a person soliciting contributions or other
funds for a charitable organization has a sponsorship, approval,
status, affiliation, or other connection with a charitable organization
or charitable purpose that the person does not have.
(c) Represent or imply that a contribution is for or on behalf of a
charitable organization, or using an emblem, device, or printed
material belonging to or associated with a charitable organization,
without first obtaining written authorization from that charitable
organization.
(e) Use a fictitious or false name, address, or telephone number in
any solicitation.
(f) Make a misrepresentation to a person by any manner that would
lead that person to believe that another person, on whose behalf a
solicitation effort is conducted, is a charitable organization or that all
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or any part of the proceeds of a solicitation effort are for charitable
purposes.
(j) Divert or misdirect contributions to a purpose or organization
other than that for which the funds were contributed or solicited.
(n) Employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud or obtain money
or property from a person by means of a false, deceptive, or
misleading pretense, representation, or promise.
(o) Represent that funds solicited will be used for a particular
charitable purpose if those funds are not used for the represented
purpose.
(p) Solicit contributions, conduct a charitable sales promotion, or
otherwise operate in this state as a charitable organization,
professional fund raiser, or professional solicitor, except in
compliance with this act.
(u)(ii) Submit any of the following to the attorney general . . . [a]
document containing any materially false statement.
15. Section 19 of the Solicitations Act, MCL 400.289, governs the operation of
clothing donation boxes and prohibits the following actions:
(1) Subject to subsection (2), a person that owns or operates a clothing
donation box or that receives any of the personal property placed in a
clothing donation box or proceeds of that personal property shall not do
any of the following:
(a) Fail or neglect to maintain a current license under this act at
any time the clothing donation box is accessible to the public.
(b) Mark the clothing donation box or any sign near the clothing
donation box in any manner that represents or implies that
personal property placed in the clothing donation box, or the
proceeds of that personal property, is donated to 1 or more
charitable organizations if it is not.
(c) Display the name, logo, trademark, or service mark of a
charitable organization on a clothing donation box or on any sign
near the clothing donation box if that charitable organization does
not receive any of the personal property placed in the clothing
donation box or any of the proceeds of that personal property.
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(d) If charitable organizations receive some but not all of the
personal property placed in the clothing donation box or the
proceeds of that personal property, fail or neglect to clearly and
conspicuously disclose on the donation box or on a sign at the
donation box the name, address, and telephone number of each
charitable organization that receives any of that property or those
proceeds and the name, address, and telephone number of any
other person that receives any of that property or those proceeds.

IV. Alleged Violations
16. Unauthorized solicitations. MCL 400.288(1)(b).
a. Cancer Federation never authorized Golden Recyclers to use the
“Mercy” logo in solicitations on its behalf. In fact, after being notified
by the Attorney General of Golden Recyclers’ use of the “Mercy” logo,
Cancer Federation expressly ordered Golden Recyclers to cease and
desist its use of the logo.
b. Nevertheless, photographs taken after this cease and desist order
confirm that Golden Recyclers continued to use the “Mercy” logo. Also,
Golden Recyclers’ September 2016 registration form—filed after the
cease and desist letter from Cancer Federation—listed “Mercy” as an
assumed name or DBA; and the list Golden Recyclers submitted of the
bins it operated also included bins with the “Mercy” logo. Additionally,
the two phone numbers on the Mercy bins correspond with the phone
numbers on the Cancer Federation bins.
c. In using the Mercy bins to solicit on behalf of Cancer Federation,
Golden Recyclers violated MCL 400.288(1)(b), by representing or
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implying that these Golden Recyclers bins had a sponsorship,
approval, status, affiliation, or other connection with Cancer
Federation that the bins did not have.
d. The Attorney General alleges 240 violations. (This number of
violations assumes that there were at least 8 Mercy bins—the bins
photographed by the Attorney General—and that each bin was
displayed for at least 30 days. As the Attorney General questioned
Golden Recyclers regarding its bins in August, and the bins were still
operating in mid-October when photographed, each bin likely was
displayed for more than 30 days and continued to be displayed through
the date of this notice. Additionally, the Attorney General only
photographed 30 of Golden Recyclers’ 318 bins, so it’s likely that
Golden Recyclers has more than 8 Mercy bins. Thus, the Attorney
General’s number of alleged violations likely underestimates the
violations.)
17. Misrepresentation. MCL 400.288(1)(c).
a. On each of the Mercy bins, Golden Recyclers included a phone number
that was the same phone number it used on the Cancer Federation
Bins. If a person called that number, Golden Recyclers would advise
that solicitations were for the benefit of Cancer Federation. In this
way, Golden Recyclers violated MCL 400.288(1)(c) by representing or
implying, without first obtaining written authorization from Cancer
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Federation, that contributions to the Mercy bins were for or on behalf
of Cancer Federation.
b. The Attorney General alleges 240 violations. (This number of
violations assumes at least 8 Mercy bins that were each displayed at
least 30 days.)
18. Fictitious or False Name. MCL 400.288(e).
a. The name “Mercy” is a false or fictitious name that is not an assumed
name or DBA either of Golden Recyclers or of Cancer Federation. In
displaying the “Mercy” logo on its bins, Golden Recyclers violated MCL
400.288(e) by using a fictitious or false name in its solicitations.
b. The Attorney General alleges 240 violations. (Again, this number of
violations assumes at least 8 Mercy bins that were each displayed at
least 30 days. As a solicitation occurred every time someone
approached the Mercy bin, this likely vastly underestimates the actual
violations.)
19. Misrepresentation of Charitable Purposes. MCL 400.288(f).
a. In using the “Mercy” logo on its bins, Golden Recyclers violated MCL
400.288(f) by making a misrepresentation to any persons that
approached the bins that would lead that person to believe that all or
any party of the personal property placed in the bins were for a
charitable purpose. In fact, all proceeds of the Mercy bins benefited
Golden Recyclers.
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b. The Attorney General alleges 240 violations. (Again, this number of
violations assumes at least 8 Mercy bins that were each displayed at
least 30 days. As a solicitation occurred every time someone
approached the Mercy bin, this likely vastly underestimates the actual
violations.)
20. Diversion of Charitable Assets. MCL 400.288(1)(j).
a. In soliciting clothing donations using the “Mercy” logo on its bins,
Golden Recyclers falsely represented that clothing contributions
would benefit a charitable purpose. In fact, rather than applying
clothing donations to any merciful or charitable purpose, Golden
Recyclers diverted the assets to private, for-profit purposes. In so
doing, Golden Recyclers violated MCL 400.288(1)(j) by diverting or
misdirecting contributions to a purpose or organization other than
that for which the funds were contributed or solicited.
b. The Attorney General alleges 240 violations. (This number of
violations assumes at least 8 Mercy bins that were each displayed at
least 30 days. Every single donation to these bins was diverted and
represents its own violation.)
21. Deceptive Scheme. MCL 400.288(1)(n).
a. In soliciting clothing donations using the Mercy bins, Golden
Recyclers employed a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud or obtain
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property from persons by means of a false, deceptive, or misleading
pretense, representation, or promise.
b. The Attorney General alleges 240 violations. (This number of
violations assumes that Golden Recyclers’ scheme involved at least 8
Mercy bins that were each displayed for at least 30 days.)
22. Noncompliant

Solicitations.

MCL

400.288(1)(p)

and

MCL

400.289(1)(a).
a. The Attorney General sent Golden Recyclers a deficiency notice on
October 6, 2016 stating that Golden Recyclers’ bond had expired.
Golden Recyclers has not responded to this deficiency and remains
noncompliant with the Solicitation Act’s bond requirement. MCL
400.287. In ignoring the Attorney General’s deficiency notice and
continuing to solicit without a current bond, Golden Recyclers has
violated MCL 400.288(1)(p) by soliciting contributions and otherwise
operating in Michigan as a professional fundraiser in noncompliance
with the Solicitations Act. Golden Recyclers has also violated MCL
400.289(1)(a) by failing or neglecting to maintain a current license
under the Solicitations Act at any time the clothing donation box is
accessible to the public.
b. The Attorney General alleges 318 violations, representing one
violation for every bin Golden Recyclers operates in Michigan.
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23. Misrepresentations

on

Clothing

Donation

Boxes.

MCL

400.289(1)(b). All Golden Recyclers’ clothing donation bins—whether
marked with the Mercy logos or the Cancer Federation logos—falsely
represent or imply that donations will benefit a charitable purpose.
a. The Mercy bins falsely represent or imply this charitable purpose by
using the “Mercy” logo and the phone number (866) 991-GIVE. Both
the logo and the phone number imply that clothing donations placed
in the bin will benefit charity.
b. The Cancer Federation bins falsely represent or imply this charitable
purpose by stating on each bin: “By Donating your gently used
clothing and shoes you are helping in raising funds for the cancer
federation.”
c. But under Golden Recyclers’ contract with Cancer Federation, none
of the donations of clothing placed in any of the Mercy or Cancer
Federation bins—or proceeds from the sale of this donated clothing—
will benefit Cancer Federation: whether any clothing is placed in the
bins or not, and regardless of the number of bins Golden Recyclers
operates, Cancer Federation receives a flat annual licensing fee of
$12,000. Moreover, the Mercy bins are wholly outside of the contract
so clothing placed in them likewise offers no benefit to charity.
d. In this way, each of Golden Recyclers’ 318 clothing donation bins
violates MCL 400.289(1)(b) by being marked in a manner that
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represents or implies that personal property placed in the clothing
donation bins, or the proceeds of that personal property, is donated
to one or more charitable organizations when it is not.
e. The Attorney General alleges 318 violations. (This number of
violations represents one violation for each of the mismarked
clothing donation bins operated by Golden Recyclers.)
24. Display of Cancer Federation Logo. MCL 400.289(1)(c).
a. Each of Golden Recyclers’ bins displaying the Cancer Federation logo
or name violates MCL 400.289(1)(c) because, under Golden
Recyclers’ contract with Cancer Federation, Cancer Federation does
not receive any of the personal property placed in the clothing
donation bins or the proceeds of that personal property. Instead,
Cancer Federation receives a flat fee of $12,000 per year regardless
of how many bins Golden Recyclers displays in Michigan and
regardless of whether any clothing is placed in these bins; and
Golden Recyclers receives all the proceeds from the bins.
b. The Attorney General alleges 200 violations. (Golden Recyclers has
informed the Attorney General that it operates 318 bins. From the
sample of bins reviewed in the Attorney General’s investigation, it is
believed that between two-thirds and three-quarters of Golden
Recyclers’ bins display the Cancer Federation name or logo. 200
violations is an estimate based on this belief; and to the extent that
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there are actually more than 118 Mercy bins, this would result in
additional alleged violations related to those bins.)
25. Failure

to

Disclose

Professional

Fundraiser’s

Name.

MCL

400.289(1)(d).
a. Per Golden Recyclers’ contract with Cancer Federation, Cancer
Federation receives $12,000 per year in exchange for permitting
Golden Recyclers to apply the Cancer Federation name to Golden
Recyclers’ clothing donation bins; depending on how the contract is
viewed, Golden Recyclers receives either all the proceeds of clothing
donated in the bins, or receives all but $12,000. Nevertheless, despite
its receipt of most (or all) of the clothing donated in the bins, Golden
Recyclers’ name and address are not disclosed on the bins; nor is
Cancer Federation’s name and address disclosed. Golden Recyclers’
failure “to clearly and conspicuously disclose on the donation box or
on a sign at the donation box the name, address, and telephone
number of each charitable organization that receives any of that
property or those proceeds and the name, address, and telephone
number of any other person that receives any of that property or
those proceeds” violates MCL 400.289(1)(d).
b. The Attorney General alleges 318 violations. (One violation for each
of Golden Recyclers’ 318 bins that lack the required disclosures.)
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26. Total Violations Alleged and Maximum Civil Penalty. The above
alleged violations total 2,594. At a maximum civil penalty of $10,000 per
violation, Golden Recyclers faces a maximum civil penalty of $25,940,000.

V. Attorney General’s Authority
27. Section 20 of the Charitable Organizations and Solicitations Act specifies
the Attorney General’s authority to redress violations of the Act, including:
a. Issuing a Notice of Intended Action, MCL 400.290(4);
b. Issuing a Cease and Desist Order, MCL 400.290(4);
c. Bringing a civil action in court with a fine of up to $10,000 per
violation, MCL 400.290(1);
d. Accepting an Assurance of Discontinuance, MCL 400.290(4); and
e. Requesting injunctive relief, attorney fees and costs, and restitution,
MCL 400.290(1).
28. Section 20 of the Solicitations Act allows the Attorney General to
proceed

against

individual

officers,

directors,

shareholders,

or

controlling members of Golden Recyclers. MCL 400.290(1).

VI. Cease and Desist Order
29. The Attorney General HEREBY ORDERS Golden Recyclers to CEASE
AND DESIST all unlawful solicitations as described in the above
violations. Within twenty-one (21) days, Golden Recyclers must confirm
in writing to the Attorney General its compliance with this order.
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